.5pN, in presence of 250µM ATP for BRG1 and 1mM ATP for hBRM (raw data (green), raw data averaged over 1sec. (red)). Notice the similarity of those traces to the ones observed for RSC (Fig.4A ). Figure S3 : Variation of the DNA extension l as a function of the number n of rotations and the stretching force F. (A) When a single DNA tethers the magnetic bead to the surface, the DNA's extension is symmetric with respect to n→-n at a low forces (red trace, F=0.3pN) and asymmetric at high forces (green trace, F=1pN) as a result of partial denaturation upon unwinding (i.e. for n<0). That is not the case when the bead is anchored by two (nicked) molecules: it is always symmetric (blue trace, F=2pN). (B) The variation with force of the relative extension ζ=l/l 0 (l 0 is the DNA contour length) is different if a bead is anchored by one or two molecules: the force required to stretch two molecules is twice the force necessary to stretch a single DNA molecule by the same amount.
